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Rental Shoe Comparison  

  

Features 
QubicaAMF  

SuperValue Shoe 
Linds CRS 

Cobra 

TCRB 
BSI  Eagle 1 

Durability                

Looks new longer  YES  NO  NO  NO  NO 

Sturdy polyurethane uppers  YES  NO  NO  NO  NO 

Easy to clean  YES  YES  NO  NO  YES 

Goodyear welt construction  YES  YES  NO  YES  YES 

Performance                

Performance synthetic sole  YES  NO  NO  NO  NO 

Performance style  YES  NO  NO  NO  NO 

Glowing accents  YES  NO  YES  YES  NO 

Padded collar   YES  NO  YES  YES  YES 

Padded footbed  YES  NO  NO  NO  NO 

Unisex sizing  YES  YES  YES  YES  YES 

One Stop Shop  YES  NO  NO  NO  YES 

Based on information available as of March, 2010  

All brands are property of their respective owners.  * Available only in the USA 

 

Get a FREE sample on us!
Limited Time Offer

See website for details 
www.qubicaamf.com/ad/shoes1 

Call 866-460-7263, option 2

Email info@qubicaamf.com

Y
ou have two options when selecting rental 

shoes: premium shoes that last long, look 

good, but cost more—an expensive problem 

if they get stolen. Or, value shoes that cost less to 

replace. 

Among value shoes, you can get cheap cloth that 

stains and wears out quickly, or suede that stains 

even faster and looks ragged in weeks. Some 

value shoes even use swine skin soles to cut costs 

(controversial—since they can’t be worn by certain 

faiths). 

So how do you get shoes that look good longer, 

perform as well as premium shoes, but are less 

expensive to replace? 

Introducing…

SuperValue Rental Shoes*
Maximum Durability and Performance 

for the Best Price

SuperValue Shoes Look New Longer

Unlike cloth and suede, the sturdy but flexible 

polyurethane uppers repel dirt and don’t absorb 

liquids (like sodas and nacho dip). In addition, 

one wipe is usually all it takes to keep them 

looking great. Try that with suede!

SuperValue shoes use a Goodyear welt 

construction sewn completely through the sole, 

just like premium shoes (without the cost).

Get Superior Slide Performance...

The same high performance microfiber sole as 

seen on the best professional shoes, delivers 

consistent slide on both wood and synthetic 

lanes. 

A padded collar and foot bed cushions the 

bowler’s ankle and foot to reduce fatigue—

maybe they’ll bowl more games! 

SuperValue shoes look stylish and modern with 

popular glow accents, reducing those “ugly shoe” 

complaints. 

$12.95*

Quantity Discounts Available

So, how do they compare?  See for yourself.

Rental Shoe Comparison 

Reduce Inventory by up to 1/3! 

With unisex sizing, both men’s and women’s sizes 

are marked on the back of every shoe for quick 

selection. This allows you to stock more of the core 

sizes while reducing the less popular sizes by half! 

Reduce delays and turn away fewer bowlers, while 

decreasing “shrink” and inventory cost. 

Best Value for the Price

SuperValue shoes are almost half the cost of 

premium shoes and less than almost every 

competitive product. 

Combine the affordable price with durability, great 

comfort, excellent slide, and a cool style and you have 

the market’s ultimate value-based shoe. Wise choice! 

Plus, they’re guaranteed by QubicaAMF, a market 

leader in the bowling industry! 

“At last, a reasonably priced rental shoe that is 

comfortable, looks great, slides well, and withstands the 

high usage in my center.” John Losito, Sun Valley Lanes

Tired of rental shoes that
look grimy weeks later?
Tired of rental shoes that
look grimy weeks later?
Tired of rental shoes that
look grimy weeks later?


